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CHAPTER 2 

Climate Change "Refugees" 

T~e Isle de J~an Charles is ,disappearing. Rising sea levels, result-
mg from climate changes impact on glaciers, have consumed 

98 percent of the island's mass.1 This is not a distant, exotic, Pacific 
island. It is part of the state of Louisiana. The sixty people whose 
ancestors have lived on the island since the 1830s are now relocat-
ing inland. Headlines have called them ''America's first climate ref-
ugees." These people are members of the Choctaw nation, one of 
five Native American nations that Presidents Andrew Jackson and 
Martin Van Buren forced to migrate from their homes in the south-
east section of the United States during the "Trail of Tears" follow-
ing the Indian Removal Act of 1830. The inhabitants oflsle de Jean 
Charles escaped the forced march of their peoples and established 
their own community in Louisiana. Now they must migrate again. 
The federal government has allocated $48 million to relocate these 
climate change refugees to the mainland. 2 

Other climate refugees are left to cope on their own. Journalist 
Christian Parenti met Jose Ramirez on the south bank of the Rio 
Grande River waiting to cross. Ramirez, a fisherman from the Mexi-
can state of Michoacan, had become an environmental refugee when 
a "red tide" of toxic algae blooms drove the fish away from the region 
where he fishes. Human impact on the environment in the form of 

1. The scientific evidence for climate change is documented by the Intergovern-
ment~ Panel on Climate Change, "Climate Change 2014: Synthesis Report," http:// 
www.tpcc .ch/report/arS/syr. See Jacqueline Ashby and Douglas Pachico, "Climate 
Change : ~rom Concepts to Action," Catholic Relief Services, 2012, www .crs.org/sites 
/default/fzles/tools-research/climate-change-from-concepts-to-action.pc!f. 

, . 2. Coral Dave~yort and ~~mpbell Robertson, "Resettling the First American 
Climate Refugees , New York Times (May 3, 2016), www.nytimes.com/2016/05/0J/us 

/resettling-the-first-american-climate-rejugees. html ? _r= 1. 
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Nl'wage from tourist hotels and runoff from fertilizers used on Mex-
irnn golf courses and farms played a big part in creating the red tide. 
Poverty and a human-induced environmental disaster converged, 
leaving Jose little choice but to head north. 3 

The term refugees in the chapter title is in quotation marks 
hernuse historically refugees has had a specific, limited meaning in 
international law. The United Nations 1951 Convention on the Sta-
t us of Refugees and the 196 7 Protocol require states to provide asy-
lum for individuals who are fleeing war or political persecution-for 
example, current refugees from Syria. To date, there is no UN con-
vention requiring nations to accept those who migrate because cli-
mate change makes it impossible to survive where they live, as is the 
rnse with Jose Ramirez. "Migration-whether permanent or tem-
porary, internal or international-has always been a possible adap-
tation for people facing environmental changes."4 While estimates 
vary wildly, the International Organization for Migration forecasts 
that 200 million people will be internally displaced or will migrate 
to another country by 2050 due to climate change.5 Try to imag-
ine a population equal to nearly two-thirds of all U.S. citizens forced 
to leave their homes. Across the globe, both pastoralists and farmers 
arc well attuned to shifting weather patterns. They quickly adjust to 
those shifts by migrating to cities in times of drought and return-
ing to the countryside when the rains finally come.6 A Mexican 
former puts it bluntly: "My grandfather, father and I have worked 
these lands. But now times have changed ... the rain is coming 
later now, so that we produce less. The only solution is to go away, at 
least for a while, [to the United States]."7 These statements demon-
strate, as the International Organization for Migration notes, that 
while some examples of environmental migration seem clearly forced 

3. Christian Parenti, Tropic if Chaos: Climate Change and the New Geography efVio-
lt-nce (New York: Nation Books, 201), 183-84. 

4 . Koko Warner, Charles Ehrhart, Alex de Sherbinin, Susanna Adamo, and Tricia 
Chai -Onn, "In Search of Shelter: Mapping the Effects of Climate Change on Human 
Migration and Displacement," May 2009, 1, www.ciesin .columbia.edu/documents/clim 
migr- report-jun e09 _media.pc!f. 

5. lbid., 2; see also the International Organization for Migration, "Migration, Cli -
mate Change and the Environment : A Complex Nexus," www.iom.int/complex-nexus. 

6. Warner et al., "In Search of Shelter," 10. 

7. Ibid., 7. 
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and others arise from proactive decisions, there is a wide grey zone 
between these two poles. 8 While the case of the inhabitants of the 
Isle de Jean Charles illustrates the first pole and the case of Afri-
cans who migrate back and forth between country and city without 
waiting for disaster to hit illustrates the proactive pole, most climate 
change refugees fall somewhere in-between. 

In many poor countries or regions, internal displacement due to 
climate change can put a great deal of pressure on the ecosystems and 
the communities to which migrants flock. This can cause a cascading 
effect. For example, in the northwest of Kenya, rival ethnic groups 
fight over access to water holes for their herds or raid their enemies' 
cattle to replenish stocks that have died off. Sometimes the sporadic 
clashes break out into full-scale battles. "Climate change," argues 
Parenti, a journalist who has studied the impact of climate change 
in the world's conflict zones, "arrives in a world primed for crisis. 
The current and impending dislocations of climate change intersect 
with the existing crises of poverty and violence. I call this collision 
of political, economic, and environmental disasters 'the catastrophic 
convergence."'9 The Pentagon views climate change as a threat mul-
tiplier ,that, combined with other factors, can turn micro battles ove~, 
for example, access to water into much larger conflicts. The military 
approach to this threat multiplier is to reinforce "fortress America" 
or create what Parenti calls an "armed lifeboat," when what is really 
needed in the case of Kenya are more wells.10 

8. International Organization for Migrati on, "Migr ation, Climat e Ch ange, and the 
Environm ent. " 

9. Parenti, Tropic of Chaos, 7. 
10. Ibid ., 16, 20, 52. 
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Lifeboat Ethics cominued . 
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and others whc} fol_lOVv,.• cqmbihed·, ~ith >a s{at>_lf . phpplat[ori ~rid 
an equality ot sharEid a'rid' ca~e,full/c9ntrolleq .resoyrc~s. Har.din•'" 
notes that none of.. thes·e .F?ndit,ionsjs pres~rit i_n th~.evolyiRg es9-
logical crisis ... Instead, the w9rld is sharply divided, b.etweep the 
relatively few rich natiqns a~d the. many poor nations; The.rich 
nations of the world are _life.boats Vvith limitedcapacity. )he v.ast 
numbers of poor people are adrift in a sea of chaos .. If a rich : 
nation were to haul 'ere~. a srnaUportion' of ,the P?C>r on boarcl, . 
the boat would S\'{~rnp. ~nd all thEr,people \'loyJd peri.~h,, ~.ardiD' -
developed his theory before climate change y.,as folly graspecl,J)_uf 

, ·>-:,::_-··_" "'. ."·: · ., ::·_-.-· ··_ .,:--_ /: •-·;.::/.: ·. ,, ,-:--··.< .• ·:.'.•-:_c,;-s_c;( 

he might argu,e .t~at .it.. repres.ents.a huge._wav;, th~t .thre~ten~ ey~n, 
a well-provisioned lifebo~t. TCJtake on board E!ve,n a ~ma,liJr~ctiCJ!) 
of the potentially 20()mil 'lion dislosated pe,()ple by goso WCJµld -· 
sink all of theJi.f.e,pCJ~_ts.'t ~9~e on)he,,,l.ife,po~ts_re~p9.nd.Pf~fr'Qin~i 
their boats to gy_ard··?~?.inst ''.boarc:lingpa,rti,e;·,''U:) >•}•/:; i i {' 

What is Y99I re~P,9nse to, Ha,rdin'.~.~rgum.E!.RJ toc.1.w~~o~J e,th-
ics? What assurr1ptions are .. err1bec:lded in;the.Jffe,q at ni~taphor?:; 
Are these· ci~iSu:11rptrOJ1$";,y~lld\Jt1:~YhUf:ju:~g:n'):~htt:j)i'.Jf i,./\\;-: .·· :+t;:: 

~:'\:-6f~ t~I?tff_:-:i_ '!~ - :;Tr{;~;~,- ;<)::'::: ·-~\\/?tt~;~ :~jl;W1tk:: 'j\}t 

Catholic Relief Services (CRS) follows an integral human devel-
opment model. CRS's model is based on the premise that both indi-
vidt1~ls and communities possess natural, physical, financial, social, 
JJO!itical, and spiritual resources that can be enhanced. 12 Poor people 
and nations are not flailing around in a turbulent sea. Nor are they 
merely victims of calamities. They are also not significantly different 
from people who are not poor and could easily find themselves need-
ing help from others, A social science term for CRS's approach in 
the field is "asset-based community development." Assets crucial to 
livelihood can be diversified: water resources can be managed better; 
soils can be enriched organically; drought-resistant seeds and crops 
ran be introduced. 13 

11. Garrett H ardin, "Lifeboat Ethic s: Th e Case against Helping the Poor," Psy-
d ,ri/ozy Today (September 1974), ww w.g arretthardinsociety.org/ articleslart_l ifeboat 

cthics_case_against_h elping_poor.html , 

12. For a fuller discussion of int egral human development , see chapter 7. 
1 '.l, Ashby and Pachico, "Clim ate Ch ange," 38, 52- 55. 
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Several principles guide CRS's implementation of its asset-based 
community development approach: begin with community-level 
participation; honor local knowledge and skills; recognize social dif-
ferences; and seek to empower those on the margins. Following these 
principles builds a community's capacity to respond to unforeseen 
challenges.14 The end result is a resilient community, one that can 
build its own lifeboat. "Resilience" is a term used by ecologists to 
describe the capacity of ecological systems to withstand shocks that 
would alter their self-organizing and self-sustaining processes. Ecol-
ogists use the term "adaptive capacity" to refer to the ability to mod-
ify resilience, for example, by introducing elements that strengthen 

· The Awaradoni 
.;;i••:• •: •••• • • • •• .'. ••• ' • .:s;';,, • • •• <' •ss • •. ".• ,, • •• ;_.)\,.', 

) n Ghan~; climate J:~ange pr,oducing rising sea leyElls has erpcled 
·::c;ga~tc)ll ) irec!S. Ori. :land, higher' t~rriperatures havf ied to per[c><kof .. 
,.di:' ht co1Tlecl witl•t: . T o(Jicjajing. Villagers\ d~'pendent .,. 
ts-,' · i,t'\, 0 ,Jd-;'<", ,)<:'._:':'-~'!;i:/.>A- 0{h _ ;~:cc/-'-'"·":'?>:}:-\ ..,, ~-.· sub~Js · · "'' iCultuh~-'.hav 

bee"' able· arfd'/, in 
some , 1splaced, "A CRS 
~vi.rgs progr~:m 11bs h~lped t~e . 
worn'e·n in Aw?racfoni villages 
develop businesses that lessen 

.· theif ''depeti~ence" on.•subsis:: 
tence agHculture. For exam,ple; . 

. 'i. women ::rhi:i'ke shifa:fiut 
for beauty.'products'irohl . 
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· doni wbmenJ~lsc/ collabora 
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14. Ibid., 58. 

15. "Rising above Climate Change in Ghana," Catholic Relief Services, www .crs 
. orglstories/rising-above-climate-change-ghana . 
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hiodiversity.16 Those who study the impact of climate change on 
human communities and those, like CRS, who work with communi-
t irs vulnerable to climate change also follow this basic guiding prin-
1·iple: "Invest in resilience: Increase people's resilience to the impacts 

.. h hfc fc d · "17 ot. chmate c ange so t at ewer are orce to m1grat~. 
As mentioned, climate change refugees are not protected by 

lrgally binding, international conventions. In response, the five 
1111thors of the report "In Search of Shelter: Mapping the Effects of 
( 'Ii mate Change on Human Migration and Displacement" argue that 
nations should agree to "integrate climate change into existing inter-
11:1tional and national frameworks for dealing with displacement and 
111igration."18 However, there are several thorny issues that must be 
fol'ed and resolved in this process. First, in cases of war or political 
persecution relocation may be temporary, with return to one's home-
land at least a possibility. But the changes wrought by climate change, 
,,s seen with Isle de Jean Charles, will be either permanent or last for 
11 l'cntury or more. Second, a large grey zone exists between forced 
1111J voluntary migration in the case of climate refugees. A generous 
Hct of international guidelines must tilt in favor of the vulnerable par-
t it·s, that is, the migrants. Finally, it is clear, especially in light of the 
Syrian refugee crisis, that the United Nations High Commissioner 
tc,r Refugees and nongovernmental organizations that partner with it 
arc stretched beyond their limits in dealing with "traditional" refugees 
anli internally displaced peoples. Their resources must be drastically 
augmented. 19 The time to gear up is now, not when millions of people 
li11d their livelihoods severely compromised by climate change . 

The Case of Coffee 
I 11 1982, Carlos Cano became a refugee. In the midst of a civil 
war and brutal military repression in Guatemala, Cano's father 
111oved his family to Chiapas, Mexico. They stayed for sixteen 

16. Lance H. Gunderson, "Ecological Resilience in Theory and Application," 
i/11111111I Review of Ecology and Systematics, 31 (November 2000): 425- 39. 

17. Warner et al., "In Search ofShelter,"v. 
18. Warner et al., "In Search of Shelter," v. 
19. lbid. 
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19. lbid. 



34 Global Migration 

Carlos Cano shows the coffee leaf rust decimating coffee farms in Guatemala. 

years. Peace accords awarded returning refugees acreage in moun-
tainous coffee-growing regions. These families started from scratch 
but eventually built viable coffee farms. In 2012, however, Carlos 
became a migrant once again, leaving his home to find work in 
Mexico. Why? The culprit this time was not civil war, but a fungus: 
coffee leaf rust. 

In 2012, some Guatemalan growers lost 85 percent of their cof-
fee crops. The spread of the fungus, which is directly related to cli-
mate change, affects coffee-growing regions across Central America . 
As temperatures climb, the range of the fungus moves up the moun-
tains, jeopardizing coffee crops at ever-higher elevations. 

Because of the work of CRS, Carlos was only a temporary cli-
mate refugee. Through a "Green Coffee project," CRS fieldworkers 
meet with growers to explain what is going on and then to work with 
them to create solutions. Some growers have introduced new crops 
like macadamia beans and avocados; others are supplementing their 
incomes by raising bees. CRS introduce s new farming techniques to 
enrich the soil and encourages the replacement of old coffee trees 
with fungus-resist ant trees. Change has not been easy. "But we have 
done it," says coffee grower Jose Luis Mateo Mendo za. "We have 
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l'llrnuraged ourselves." Back in Guatemala, Carlos agrees. "Despite 
how difficult the situation has been to get back on our feet, coffee has 
hccn the most important thing for us. And it is something . . • we 
have to keep working at." 

Reflect and Discuss 

Read the Ecowatch report on Isle de Jean Charles ("Louisiana's 
Vanishing Island: America's First Climate Refugees,~ Eco~atch, 
www. ecowatch. comllouisianas-vanishing-island-am ericas-first 
-climate-refugees-1896561560 .html) and view the accompanying 
MSNBC report ("The Vanishing Island," time : 0:06:22). How 
does this case enhance your understanding of the impact of 
climate change on humans? What did you learn fro°: t~e case 
of Jose Ramirez? Providing sewage treatment and shifting away 
from chemical fertilizers is a long-term strategy. What sort of 
short-term strategies would help environmentally dislocated 
people like Jose Ramirez? 

2 Compare and contrast CRS's use of an asset-based community 
development approach with Hardin's lifeboat ethics. Wh~t sort 
of ethical concepts are implied in the way that CRS acts in the 
field? 

J Read the full story of CRS 's work with coffee growers . 
in Guatemala along with interviews of Carlos and Jose Lms: 
Rebekah Kates Lemke, "Moving Up the Mountain: Coffee 
Farmers Fight against Climate Change" ( www.crs.org/stories 
/climate-change-guatemala-cojfee-l eaf-rust). How does the ';ork 
of CRS with coffee growers in Guatemala illustrate the prin-
ciple of resilience? Compare the case of coffee with Hardin's 
vision of a few lifeboats in a sea of chaos. 

• 
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